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Mattias Desmet, a professor of clinical psychology, has studied the psychology of
totalitarianism and says that people have been hypnotized into submission through mass
hypnosis known as ‘mass formation’. The masses are led to crave a remedy from induced
stress, priming them for hypnosis and obedience. Dr. Desmet says that 30% of the people
are now deeply hypnotized, 40% are not yet hypnotized but are following the herd, and
the remaining 30% are opposed to tyranny. The clear thinkers can persuade the 40% to
turn away from totalitarianism.

Link for video:   https://www.bitchute.com/video/Ccjlgpg41suq/

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A psychological condition of society known as “mass formation” is a condition for
totalitarianism. Under mass formation, a population willingly sacrifices their
freedom
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The central condition for mass formation to occur is a lack of societal bonding.
In other words, social isolation on a mass scale, which is precisely what the
lockdowns were all about. But even before the pandemic, social isolation was at a
historical high

The second condition is that a majority of people must experience life as
meaningless and purposeless. The third condition is widespread free-floating
anxiety and free-floating discontent. This refers to discontent and anxiety that
have no apparent or distinct causes

The fourth condition is free-floating frustration and aggression, which tends to
naturally follow the previous three. Here, again, the frustration and aggression
have no discernible cause

Once these four conditions are widespread, mass formation can occur, which allows
for totalitarianism to rise and thrive. A key strategy to break mass formation and
prevent totalitarianism is for dissenters to join together as one large group,
thereby giving fence-sitters who are not yet fully hypnotized an alternative to
going along with the totalitarians. Another is to loudly speak out against the
totalitarian regime, as this is how atrocities are limited.

In the video above, Mattias Desmet, professor of clinical psychology at Ghent
University in Belgium, reviews the societal conditions under which a population
ends up willingly sacrificing their freedom.Desmet, who also has a master’s degree
in statistics, discovered peculiar anomalies in statistical analyses done during
the COVID pandemic, which made him realize our global society is starting to enter
a “mass formation” state, a type of “collective hypnosis” required for the rise of
a totalitarian regime.In this Aubrey Marcus podcast interview, Desmet reviews the
step-by-step formula that results in this collective hypnosis, and how this
formula has been deployed on the global population over the past two years.

Read full article here…
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